“[FlowDyn] really helps with recovery, keeps the blood oxygenated, eliminates soreness, it’s a really beneficial product so you can start training harder and longer.”

– Danny Hester
1st Classic Mr. Olympia Champion

“I like the feel of it, the pressure on my legs, how FlowDyn keeps the blood flowing.”

– Janna Vander Meulen
Gold & Bronze Medalist
2017 Deaflympics

“This is the best machine out there for active leg recovery. My legs felt so fresh out there in my fight.”

– Ian Butler
Professional Fighter

“I definitely feel faster… more explosive. I feel lighter and refreshed.”

– Uriah Hall
Mixed Martial Artist

For more information, visit:
FlowDynRecovery.com

Please direct inquiries to:

FlowDyn™
Michael Arkans
Director, ACI Medical Sport Division
michael@acimedical.com
(619) 987-8616

ACI Medical, LLC
1857 Diamond Street
San Marcos, California 92078

Discover the sport recovery device engineered for athletes looking to gain a competitive edge by training harder and more frequently.
**What is FlowDyn™**

FlowDyn is an athletic training recovery device engineered by ACI Medical, LLC. It beats the competition hands down in terms of increase in blood flow, creation of shear stress and the release of beneficial biochemicals created in the body as a result of shear stress.

FlowDyn technology is the result of 30 years of rigorous research, clinical studies and extensive use – initially helping patients suffering limb threatening conditions.

FlowDyn features exclusive patented technology with additional patents pending. Our technology is *tested and proven* to be of benefit to legs and feet in medical settings and is now in use helping athletes train harder and recover more quickly.

**Features**

The FlowDyn applies rapid, stimulating, mechanical pulses, mimicking a rigorous massage, to the muscles. It's as simple as flipping a switch, sitting back and relaxing.

**Benefits**

Use of the FlowDyn accelerates and manipulates blood flow, increasing blood flow up to 10x, to trick your body into thinking it’s running. This triggers the release of proteins and growth factors to promote recovery.

**Compare FlowDyn™**

There is no other recovery device that can facilitate similar biochemical effects.

**Learn more at:**

[FlowDynRecovery.com](http://FlowDynRecovery.com)

---

**What is Shear Stress?**

Shear stress is the friction created by accelerated blood between the blood and the inner lining of the blood vessels. FlowDyn generates shear stress which releases beneficial biochemicals into the blood.

---

**A Company You Can Trust**

When you use the FlowDyn device from ACI Medical, LLC, you have the peace of mind that comes from using technology engineered by a medical manufacturing company that has been serving customers for 30 years.

We are highly regarded in the medical manufacturing industry and we provide exceptional U.S. based customer service and a 1 year warranty (call for details).

**FlowDyn™ – Your Secret Weapon**

Get in touch today to learn how you can make FlowDyn part of your trusted training routine and gain the competitive edge!

(619) 987-8616

Michael Arkans
Director, ACI Medical Sport Division
michael@acimedical.com